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Analysis Data

Analysis Data

The following presents information on sales tax rates charged on medical marijuana.

Sales Tax Rates Charged on Medical Marijuana

Arizona
California

Sales Tax
Rate
6.6%
7.5%

vary

Colorado

2.9%

vary

State

District of Columbia
Maine
New Jersey
New Mexico
Nevada

Local
Taxes

Other

6.0%
5.0%
7.0% meals / rooms taxes for edibles
7.0%
gross receipts tax 5.125% to 8.8675% depending upon location
2.0% excise tax at wholesale and retail level

Estimate of Taxes Generated
Unknown
up to $100 million
state sales tax $5.4 million; local
sales tax >$6.0 million
Unknown
$265,655 in sales tax
Unknown
$650,402
Unknown

Source: Marijuana Policy Project (MPP), State Medical Marijuana Programs Financial Information , last updated October 18, 2013
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Summary
The Joint Fiscal Office is required to report on the projected revenue from the new fees
established last session for medical marijuana dispensaries and the feasibility of a sales tax on
medical marijuana (see Appendix A). The Department of Public Safety (DPS) is also
simultaneously required to report on the projected fee income and expenses for implementing the
act (2011 Act No. 65) to establish medical marijuana dispensaries in Vermont.1 Therefore, the
first part of this report is a summary of the fee revenue and expenses from experience with the
registry and projections for the newly enacted dispensary program, with much of this information
obtained from the DPS report. The second part of the report contains information from other
states with taxes applied to medical marijuana.
Medical Marijuana Fee Revenue and Expenses
There are two components of the fee revenue: the marijuana registry and the dispensary program.
Since 2004, patients and caregivers have an annual $50 registration fee for the Vermont
marijuana registry, which covers the costs of maintaining the registry at the DPS. The number of
patients and caregivers has risen gradually, but with the implementation of the dispensary
program, the numbers are expected to rise much more dramatically. The actual data to date
suggest that the estimates provided last session were accurate (500 registered patients were
projected, 411 have actually registered, and 70 registered caregivers were projected, and 68 have
registered). The DPS expects the number of registered patients to reach the 1,000 maximum,
which would almost double the revenue from these fees from approximately $22,750 in FY11 to
$50,000.
Because the dispensary program has yet to be implemented, the estimates of the annual fee
revenue from dispensary applications and licenses as well as the number of registered principals,
board members, and employees are still projections and have not changed significantly.
According to the DPS report, approximately $91,600 revenue is anticipated from these fees if the
program is implemented in a timely manner. Together, the revenue from these two sources is
anticipated to cover the costs of the program as outlined in the DPS report. DPS has delayed
hiring the newly approved administrator positions in order to guarantee that the fee revenues will
be sufficient to cover the program expenses. After actual data is available from the
implementation of the dispensary program, DPS should be able to more accurately assess the
ongoing fiscal balance within this program. These fees will become part of the annual fee bill in
the protection to persons and property area of government, which is reviewed every three years,
next in 2013.
Taxation of Medical Marijuana
There is not a consistent approach to the taxation of medical marijuana in states that have
allowed its sale for regulated purposes. The decision to tax medical marijuana and the type of tax
applied has been determined in an ad hoc manner. In a few states, the tax intent of medical
marijuana has been incorporated into the original law regulating dispensaries, but in most states
the determination of the tax treatment has lagged behind the other regulatory aspects of state law.
The chart shows the tax treatment of medical marijuana in the nine states and District of
Columbia which allow its sale through government-regulated dispensaries or similar
establishments.
1

See Appendix A for the report requirements
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STATE TAXATION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA (sales through dispensaries)
State

Law and Year Passed

Dispensaries

Tax Applied

Revenue Actual/Estimate

Arizona

Arizona Medical Marijuana Act
(2010)
Proposition 203
Compassionate Use Act of 1996
Proposition 215 - voter initiative

Up to 124 dispensaries,
openings delayed - none
operational
Dispensaries and growing
collectives licensed through
local city or county business
ordinances (500 - 1,000)
667 dispensaries as of 12/1/11

6.6% Sales Tax; AZ Attorney General
announced taxable

$40 million sales tax estimate

5.0% State Sales Tax; local sales taxes
also
Board of Equalization Special Notice June 2007
5.0% State Sales Tax

$21.4 million; 2007 state estimate
$58 - $105 million 2012 estimate

California

Colorado

Delaware

Colorado Medical Marijuana Act
(2010)
Original voter initiative in Nov 2000
Delaware Medical Marijuana Act
(2011)

3 Compassionate Care Centers

Maine

An Act to Amend the Medical
Marijuana Act (2010)

8 dispensaries

New Jersey

New Jersey Compassionate Use
Medical Marijuana Act (2010)

New Mexico

The Lynn and Erin Compassionate
Use Act (2010)

6 Alternative Treatment
Centers (ATCs) approved, but
not yet open
11 nonprofit dispensaries

Rhode Island

The Edward O. Hawkins and
Thomas C. Slater Medical
Marijuana Act (2009)

3 compassionate care centers

Vermont

An Act Relating to Registering Four
Nonprofit Organizations to dispense
Marijuana for Symptom Relief
(2011)
Amendment Act B18-622 - Council
approved April 2010

4 dispensaries

Washington
D.C.

10 dispensaries, separate
cultivation centers

$5 million calendar year
collections

No sales tax; gross receipts tax (first
$1.2 million of gross receipts exempt
from tax)
5% Sales Tax and 7% Meals & Rooms
Tax
Sales Tax added 2010; Meals by Dept
Ruling
7% Sales Tax - (not sure if sales tax will
apply)

None

Gross Receipts Tax – proposals to tax
not passed

N/A

Compassion Center Surcharge - 4% of
net patient revenue, paid monthly (RIGL
Chapter 44-67-12)

No taxes colleced yet.
$700K NPR estimate

7% Sales Tax will also be applied
Tax treatment not explicit under current
law

6% Sales Tax; District of Columbia City
Council included sales tax in budget June 15, 2010

$500,000 sales tax estimate

None

N/A

$400,000 sales tax estimate over
4 years

Data compiled by JFO from a variety of sources.
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There are a number of states that have decriminalized medical marijuana and have
possession limits but do not allow for its sale within the state – these are not included in
the chart. In most states, if a tax is applied, it is the sales and use tax, but one has applied
the meals tax to some marijuana-food products and one a provider tax-type model. A few
states have legal opinions determining that medical marijuana is taxable but do not allow
for its legal sale, such as Washington State. Therefore, there is little experience and even
less actual data on the potential revenue from the taxation of medical marijuana.
California, Colorado, and Maine are the only states with some history of sales tax
collection and medical marijuana. Below is a brief discussion of each:
California
California was the earliest state to allow medical marijuana dispensaries in 1996 after a
voter initiative which did not consider the tax status of medical marijuana. Dispensaries
and growing collectives are licensed through local governments. The state’s tax
department, the State Board of Equalization, did not issue seller’s permits (authority to
for venders to sell tangible personal property) until its policy changed in October 2005
and it began issuing the permits to businesses, even if the only property being sold was
illegal. A Special Notice issued in June of 2007 notified sellers that medical marijuana is
considered taxable and is not exempt as a prescribed medication. Non-prescription
medications are taxable in California. The projected revenue in 2007 was $21.4 million at
the 5% state sales tax rate. Newer estimates place the state revenue between $58.0 million
and $105.0 million from sales tax on medical marijuana.
Colorado
Colorado authorized dispensaries, with minimal state oversight, in November of 2000.
Nine years later, in November 2009, the state’s attorney general issued an opinion finding
medical marijuana to be subject to the sales tax. The state began more regulation and
oversight of dispensaries in general in 2010 and subsequently began tracking sales tax
collections. In the calendar year between November 2010 and October 2011 the state
collected $5.1 million in sales tax revenue from dispensaries. This tax revenue is not
limited to medical marijuana, but may also include other taxable tangible personal
property sold by these businesses as well. There were 667 dispensaries licensed as of
December 1, 2011 and approximately 80,500 patients are registered in Colorado.
Maine
Maine began applying the sales tax in 2010 when its law was amended to allow
dispensaries. It is estimated that approximately $500,000 of sales tax revenue will be
collected from the eight authorized dispensaries. Subsequent to the law passing, the Tax
Department also ruled that certain marijuana food products would also be subject to the
state meals and rooms tax. There is no estimate on the revenue from the meals tax.
Other States
For a number of states in the chart, the authorization of medical marijuana dispensaries is
relatively new, and many, although authorized, have not yet become operational or
taxable. Arizona, Delaware, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington, D.C.
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are all in the process of authorizing dispensaries. In a few of these places, the tax question
was determined by the lawmakers or others in advance, while in several the issue of
taxation remains unsettled. For example, in Arizona, the attorney general has announced
that medical marijuana will be subject to the 6.6% sales tax when the state’s dispensaries
become operational. Rhode Island has in statute a 4% compassion center surcharge that
operates similarly to a provider tax and has determined that the sales tax will also apply.
Washington, D.C. voted to approve a sales tax on medical marijuana soon after the
legislation approving dispensaries passed their City Council. Delaware, which has a gross
receipts tax, New Jersey, and Vermont did not directly address the issue of taxation.
Vermont Summary
In Vermont, four dispensaries have been authorized, and the Department of Public Safety
is working to implement the new law. It is anticipated that these facilities may open by
the end of the year.
Although Vermont statute does not directly address the tax treatment of medical
marijuana and no technical bulletins have been issued with regard to this issue by the
Department of Taxes, it seems that medical marijuana will not likely be taxable. Vermont
currently exempts both prescription and non-prescription drugs from the sales tax, along
with dietary supplements, and medical marijuana may qualify under one of these existing
definitions. The decision whether or not to apply taxes on medical marijuana should be
made explicit in statute to avoid some of the issues experienced in other states. With the
small number of dispensaries and existing state oversight, it would not appear to be
administratively difficult to apply the sales tax to medical marijuana, and in some cases
dispensaries may be required to collect the sales and use tax on other tangible personal
property for sale in these establishments.
Based on the experience in other states, the estimated sales tax revenue from medical
marijuana could range from $80,000 to $250,000 depending on a number of factors
including the number of registered patients, the average sales price, the amount
consumed, and if all four dispensaries are authorized. The lower range of the estimate is
more likely in earlier years until the number of patients reaches higher levels. The cap on
the number of registered patients at 1,000 is likely to limit the revenue potential.
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APPENDIX A
Act No. 65. An act relating to registering four nonprofit organizations to dispense
marijuana for symptom relief.
Sec. 2a. REPORT FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
The department of public safety shall report to the general assembly no later
than January 1, 2012 on the following:
(1) The actual and projected income and costs for administering this act.
(2) Recommendations for how dispensaries could deliver marijuana to registered patients and
their caregivers in a safe manner. Delivery to patients and caregivers is expressly forbidden
until the general assembly takes affirmative action to permit delivery.
(3) Whether prohibiting growing marijuana for symptom relief by patients and their
caregivers if the patient designates a dispensary interferes with patient access to marijuana
for symptom relief and, if so, recommendations for regulating the ability of a patient and a
caregiver to grow marijuana at the same time the patient has designated a dispensary.
Sec. 2b. JOINT FISCAL OFFICE REPORT
No later than January 15, 2012, the joint fiscal office shall report to the house committee on
ways and means and the senate committee on finance regarding the projected costs of
administering this act, the projected fee revenue from this act, the feasibility of a sales tax on
marijuana sold through registered dispensaries, and any other information that would assist
the committees in adopting policies that will encourage the viability of the dispensaries while
remaining, at a minimum, revenue neutral to the state.
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Appendix B
Attachments

1.

Arizona Attorney General Opinion RE: Transaction Privilege Tax Upon Medical
Marijuana Sales, July 7, 2011

2.

California State Board of Equalization Special Notice June 2007

3.

Colorado Attorney General Opinion, November 16, 2009
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STATE OF ARIZONA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

No. !11-004
(R11-001)

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINION
by

Re: Transaction Privilege Tax Upon Medical
Marijuana Sales

THOMAS C. HORNE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
July 7, 2011

To:

The Hon. Scott Bundgaard
Arizona State Senate
Questions Presented

You have asked for an opinion on the following questions:
1.

Does current law require the State to impose a transaction privilege tax upon the sale of

medical marijuana in Arizona?
2.

Do medical marijuana dispensaries have a valid Fifth Amendment defense for the failure

to file transaction privilege tax returns and pay the tax that is due?
Summary Answer

1.

Under current law, the proceeds of medical marijuana sales are taxable under the retail

classification of the transaction privilege tax.

2.

Even though the distribution of mariJuana

IS

a federal cnme, medical mariJUana

dispensaries do not have a valid Fifth Amendment defense to a generally applicable requirement
to file transaction privilege tax returns and pay the tax that is

du~.

Background
In the November 2010 general election, Arizona voters approved Proposition 203, the
Arizona Medical Marijuana Act (the "Act"), which legalized the sale of marijuana for use by
individuals with "chronic or debilitating diseases" under specified circumstances. While both
the distribution and possession of marijuana remain criminal offenses under the Controlled
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. §§ 801 through 971), marijuana sales that comply with the
requirements established under the Act are permitted under Arizona law.

Analysis
I.

Medical Marijuana Sales Proceeds Are Taxable Under the Retail Classification of
the Transaction Privilege Tax.
The State of Arizona imposes a 6.6% transaction privilege tax on persons or entities

engaged in taxable business classifications. Arizona Revised Statutes ("A.R.S.") § 42-5010;
Ariz. Const. art. IX, § 12.1.

The retail classification of the: transaction privilege tax, more

commonly known as the "sales tax," is established under A.R.S. § 42-5061, which in relevant
part provides as follows:
The retail classification is comprised of the business of selling tangible
personal property at retail. The tax base for the retail classification is the
gross proceeds of sales or gross income derived from the business.
The term "tangible personal property" is defined in A.R.S. § 42-5001(16) as "personal
property which may be weighed, measured, felt or touched or is in any other manner perceptible
to the senses." There can be no doubt that marijuana, which can be weighed, measured, felt,

2

touched, seen, tasted and smelled, falls within the scope of this definition. Moreover, "selling at
retail" means "a sale for any purpose other than for resale in the regular course of business in the
form of tangible personal property." A.R.S. § 42-5061(V)(3). Therefore, medical marijuana
dispensaries will be engaged in "the business of selling tangible personal property at retail," and
unless an exemption applies, the proceeds of medical marijuana sales are taxable under the retail
classification. 1
While section 4 of the Act amended A.R.S. § 43-1201 to exempt medical marijuana
dispensaries from income tax, there is no analogous provision in the Act exempting the proceeds
of medical marijuana sales from the transaction privilege tax. Therefore, the Act itself does not
shield these proceeds from sales tax.
Nor are these transactions exempt from sales tax under more generally applicable rules.
In particular, medical marijuana sales proceeds do not constitute tax-exempt proceeds of income
derived from the sale of prescription drugs under A.R.S. § 42-5061(8), because the Act does not
contemplate prescriptions for medical marijuana. Instead, an individual applying for a registry
identification card from the Arizona Department of Health Services must submit "written
certification" from a physician specifying the patient's debilitating medical condition and stating
that in the physician's professional opinion, the patient is likely to benefit from the medical use
of marijuana. A.R.S. § 36-2801(18). Medical marijuana is not "prescribed" by a physician
under these circumstances because the physician is not directing the patient to use marijuana.
Moreover, in contrast to the fact pattern under which a physician writes a prescription that is
1

Nothing in A.R.S. § 42-5061 limits the retail classification to business activities that are lawful,
and, as a general proposition, an unlawful activity may be subject to tax. Marchetti v. United
States, 390 U.S. 39, 44 (1968) (noting that the unlawfulness of an activity does not prevent its
taxation). Therefore, even illegal sales of marijuana are currently subject to transaction privilege
tax under the retail classification. For obvious reasons, however, criminal enterprises do not
voluntarily disclose their sales revenues or otherwise comply with tax obligations.

3

delivered to a pharmacy, medical marijuana certification is submitted to the Arizona Department
of Health Services, rather than to an organization that dispenses medical marijuana.
The fact that licensed physicians are prohibited under federal law from prescribing
"Schedule I" controlled substances (as defined in § 812 of the Controlled Substances Act),
including marijuana, further supports the conclusion that medical marijuana certification
submitted to the Arizona Department of Health Services does not amount to a "prescription" for
purposes of the prescription drug exemption established under A.R.S. § 42-5061(8)? And, it is
well-settled law that tax exemptions are narrowly construed; therefore, it is unlikely that a court
would broaden the scope of the prescription drug exemption to include medical marijuana
certification. Ariz. Dep't of Revenue v. Blue Line Distrib., 202 Ariz. 266, 266-67,

~4,

43 P.3d

214, 214-15 (App. 2002) ("Tax exemption statutes are strictly construed against exemption.").
The only other retail transaction privilege tax exemption that could potentially apply to
medical marijuana sales is the exemption set forth under A.R.S. § 42-5061(4) for sales of
tangible personal property made by a federally recognized § 501(c)(3) charitable organization.
While section 3 of the Act provides that medical marijuana can be lawfully dispensed only by
nonprofit entities, it states that "[a] registered nonprofit medical marijuana dispensary need not
be recognized as tax-exempt by the Internal Revenue Service." A.R.S. § 36-2806(A). This
language implicitly recognizes that the distribution or dispensing of marijuana is a federal crime
under the Controlled Substances Act, and it is therefore highly unlikely that the Internal Revenue
2

In addition to meeting state law requirements, every person who dispenses a federally
controlled substance must obtain registration from the United States Drug Enforcement
Administration. 21 C.F.R. § 1301.11. This registration is available only for dispensing
controlled substances listed on Schedules II, III, IV and V. 21 C.F.R. § 1301.13. Under the
Controlled Substances Act, marijuana is listed as a Schedule I drug. 21 U.S.C. § 812(c).
Therefore, marijuana cannot be dispensed under a prescription. See also 21 U.S.C. § 829
(governing "prescriptions" for controlled substances and establishing requirements associated
with schedule II through V drugs only); United States v. Oakland Cannabis Buyers' Co-op, 532
U.S. 483, 492 n.5 (2001) (noting that Schedule I drugs cannot be dispensed under a prescription).

4

Service would grant§ 501(c)(3) status to a medical marijuana dispensary. In the unlikely event,
however, that (1) a medical marijuana dispensary invites federal scrutiny by applying to the
Internal Revenue Service for § 50l(c)(3) status, and (2) such an application is granted, the
proceeds of medical marijuana sales at that dispensary would be exempt from transaction
privilege tax under current Arizona law.
In summary, neither of the only two potentially applicable tax exemptions are likely to
apply, and sales of medical marijuana should therefore be treated as taxable sales of tangible
personal property sold at retail for purposes of A.R.S. § 42-5061.
II.

Fifth Amendment Analysis.

The Act does nothing to alter the fact that the distribution of marijuana for any purpose,
including medical treatment, is a federal crime. It is therefore possible that a medical marijuana
dispensary would take the position that a requirement to submit transaction privilege tax returns
to the Arizona Department of Revenue amounts to compelled self-incrimination, which is
prohibited under the Fifth Amendment edict that "[n]o person ... shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against himself."
As discussed below, however, there is no valid Fifth Amendment defense to a generally
applicable requirement to file transaction privilege tax returns.
A.

The Fifth Amendment Applies Where There Is an Appreciable Threat of
Prosecution.

As a threshold issue, the Fifth Amendment privilege may be invoked only where there
are substantial and real, and not merely trifling or imaginary, hazards of self-incrimination.
Marchetti, 390 U.S. at 53; Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591, 599-600 (1896) (quoting Queen v.
Boyes, 1 B. & S. 311, 330 (Q.B. 1861) ("[T]he danger to be apprehended must be real and

appreciable ... not a danger of an imaginary and unsubstantial character, having reference to
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some extraordinary and barely possible contingency, so improbable that no reasonable man
would suffer it to influence his conduct.")). Therefore, the Fifth Amendment privilege against
self-incrimination may be invoked by the medical marijuana dispensaries only if the threat of
federal prosecution is real and appreciable.
In a widely circulated memorandum dated October 19, 2009 (known as the "Ogden
Memorandum"), the. United States Department of Justice provided the following advice to
federal prosecutors in states that have enacted laws authorizing the medical use of marijuana:
[T]he disruption of illegal drug manufacturing and trafficking networks continues
to be a core priority in the Department's efforts against narcotics and dangerous
drugs, and the Department's investigative and prosecutorial resources should be
directed towards these objectives. As a general matter, pursuit of these priorities
should not focus federal resources in your States on individuals whose actions are
in clear and unambiguous compliance with existing state laws providing for the
medical use of marijuana. For example, prosecution of individuals with cancer or
other serious illnesses who use marijuana as part of a recommended treatment
regimen consistent with applicable state law, or those caregivers in clear and
unambiguous compliance with existing state law who provide such individuals
with marijuana, is unlikely to be an efficient use of limited federal resources. On
the other hand, prosecution of commercial enterprises that unlawfully market and
sell marijuana for profit continues to be an enforcement priority of the
Department. 3
While this memorandum may provide reassurance to medical marijuana users and their
caregivers, it may not reflect an intent to permanently divert federal resources away from
prosecuting medical marijuana clinics that are in compliance with state law, as indicated by the
following language in a February 1, 2011, letter from the United States Department of Justice to
the Oakland City Attorney:
The prosecution of individuals and organizations involved in the trade of any
illegal drugs and the disruption of drug trafficking organizations is a core priority
of the Department. This core priority includes prosecution of business enterprises
3

A copy of this memorandum may be found on the website of the United States Department of
Justice at http://blogs.usdoj.gov/blog/archives/192. On May 2, 2011, Arizona U.S. Attorney
Dennis Burke issued a letter to the director of the Arizona Department of Health Services, Will
Humble, reiterating the position taken in the Ogden Memorandum.
6

that unlawfully market and sell marijuana. Accordingly, while the Department
does not focus its limited resources on seriously ill individuals who use marijuana
as part of a medically recommended treatment regimen in compliance with state
law as stated in the October 2009 Ogden Memorandum, we will enforce the CSA
vigorously against individuals and organizations that participate in unlawful
manufacturing and distribution activity involving marijuana, even if such
activities are permitted under state law. 4
It therefore appears possible that medical marijuana dispensaries in Arizona may be at risk of

federal prosecution under the Controlled Substances Act. Because it cannot be assumed that a
court would rule that there is no appreciable risk of federal prosecution under these
circumstances, the merits of a Fifth Amendment defense to the tax filing requirement should be
considered. As discussed below, however, Fifth Amendment jurisprudence does not allow the
privilege against self-incrimination to be invoked in order to avoid generally applicable
reporting requirements that do not target inherently suspect activities.

B.

The Fifth Amendment Does Not Shield Medical Marijuana Dispensaries
from a Generally Applicable Requirement to File Transaction Privilege Tax
Returns.

A generally applicable requirement to file tax returns cannot be avoided on the basis of
the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination, even if the information submitted
would tend to incriminate a taxpayer. In United States v. Sullivan, 274 U.S. 259 (1927), the
taxpayer, who sold liquor in violation of the National Prohibition Act, was convicted of failing to
file an income tax return, and the U.S. Supreme Court concluded that "[i]t would be an extreme
if not extravagant application of the Fifth Amendment to say that it authorized a man to refuse to
state the amount of his income because it had been made in crime." Id at 263-64. While this
1927 opinion consists of only five paragraphs, it is directly on point, and it continues to be cited
with approval by modem courts.
4

A copy of this letter is available on the website for the Arizona League of Cities and Towns at
http://www.azleague.org/event docs/medical marijuana0211/us atty letter.pdf
7

Similarly, in 1971 the U.S. Supreme Court held that the Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrimination was not infringed by a generally applicable statute that required a
motorist involved in an accident to stop at the scene and provide his name and address, where
(1) the statute was regulatory and noncriminal, (2) self-reporting was indispensable, and (3) the
burden was on the public at large, as opposed to a highly selective group inherently suspect of
criminal activities. California v. Byers, 402 U.S. 424, 430-31 (1971). The Court distinguished
cases in which the privilege had been upheld by noting that "[i]n all of these cases the
disclosures condemned were only those extracted from a highly selective group inherently
suspect of criminal activities and the privilege was applied only in an area permeated with
criminal statutes-not in an essentially noncriminal and regulatory area of inquiry." Id at 430
(internal quotation marks omitted).
In Marchetti, for example, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the defendant's assertion of
the privilege against self-incrimination constituted a complete defense to prosecution for the
failure to register and pay an occupational tax on wagering. In that case, the Court recognized
that wagering was a crime in almost every state, and that the tax was not imposed in an
essentially noncriminal and regulatory area, but directed to a selective group inherently suspect
of criminal activities. Marchetti, 395 U.S. at 47; see also Haynes v. United States, 390 U.S. 85,
100 (1968) (upholding Fifth Amendment privilege as a defense to a registration requirement for
sawed-off shotguns, where requirement was directed principally at persons who were inherently
suspect of criminal activities); Leary v. United States, 395 U.S. 6, 18 (1969) (upholding Fifth
Amendment defense to provisions of the Marihuana Tax Act requiring the defendant to identify
himself as an unregistered transferee of marijuana, a selective group inherently suspect of
criminal activities.)
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Here, there is no suggestion that the sales tax imposed under A.R.S. § 42-5061 is
designed to require the disclosure of incriminating information. The taxable classification is the
business of selling tangible personal property at retail, and retailers can hardly be characterized
as a "select group that is inherently suspect of criminal activities." Instead, the requirement to
file transaction privilege tax returns generally applies to taxable business classifications and is
not associated with criminal law enforcement efforts. As noted by the U.S. Supreme Court in

Byers:
An organized society imposes many burdens on its constituents. It commands the
filing of tax returns for income; it requires producers and distributors of consumer
goods to file informational reports on the manufacturing process and the content
of products, on the wages, hours, and working conditions of employees. Those
who borrow money on the public market or issue securities for sale to the public
must file various information reports; industries must report periodically the
volume and content of pollutants discharged into our waters and atmosphere.
Comparable examples are legion.
In each of these situations there is some possibility of prosecution--often a very
real one-for criminal offenses disclosed by or deriving from the information that
the law compels a person to supply. Information revealed by these reports could
well be a link in the chain of evidence leading to prosecution and conviction. But
under our holdings the mere possibility of incrimination is insufficient to defeat
the strong policies in favor of disclosure called for by statutes like the one
challenged here.
402 U.S. at 427-28. Therefore, notwithstanding the fact that transaction privilege tax returns
filed by a medical marijuana dispensary might tend to incriminate the organization under federal
law, the Fifth Amendment does not constitute a valid defense to a generally applicable
requirement to report sales revenues and remit sales tax.

Conclusion
Under current law, the proceeds of medical marijuana sales are taxable under the retail
classification of the transaction privilege tax. Moreover, medical marijuana dispensaries cannot
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invoke a Fifth Amendment defense to a generally applicable requirement to file transaction
privilege tax returns and pay the tax that is due.

Thomas C. Horne
Attorney General
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Information on Sales Tax and Registration for
Medical Marijuana Sellers
1. What is the Board of Equalization’s (BOE) policy regarding sales of medical
marijuana?
The sale of medical marijuana has always been considered taxable. However, prior
to October 2005, the Board did not issue seller’s permits to sellers of property that
may be considered illegal.
2. Is this a change of policy?
In October 2005, after meeting with taxpayers, businesses, and advocacy groups,
the Board directed staff to issue seller’s permits regardless of the fact that the
property being sold may be illegal, or because the applicant for the permit did not
indicate what products it sold. This new policy was effective immediately.
3. What does the amended BOE policy say?
BOE policy regarding the issuance of a seller’s permit was amended to provide
that a seller’s permit shall be issued to anyone requesting a permit to sell tangible
personal property, the sale of which would be subject to sales tax if sold at retail.
Previously, the Board would not issue a seller’s permit when sales consisted only of
medical marijuana.
4. Who is expected to comply with the BOE policy by applying for a seller’s permit?
Anyone selling tangible personal property in California, the sale of which would be
subject to sales tax if sold at retail, is required to hold a seller’s permit and report
and pay the taxes due on their sales.
5. Over-the-counter medications are subject to sales tax, but prescribed medications
are not. Where does medical marijuana, “recommended” by a physician, fit in?
The sale of tangible personal property in California is generally subject to tax unless
the sale qualifies for a specific exemption or exclusion. Sales and Use Tax Regulation 1591, Medicines and Medical Devices, explains when the sale or use of property
meeting the definition of “medicine” qualifies for exemption from tax.
Generally, for an item’s sale or use to qualify for an exemption from tax under
Regulation 1591, the item must qualify as a medicine and the sale or use of the
item must meet specific conditions. Regulation 1591 defines a medicine, in part, as
any substance or preparation intended for use by external or internal application
to the human body in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of
disease and which is commonly recognized as a substance or preparation intended
for that use. A medicine is also defined as any drug or any biologic, when such are
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to diagnose, cure, mitigate,
treat, or prevent any disease, illness, or medical condition regardless of ultimate
use.
In order to be exempt, a medicine must qualify under the definition, and it must be
either (1) prescribed for treatment by medical professional authorized to prescribe
medicines and dispensed by a pharmacy; (2) furnished by a physician to his or her
own patients; or (3) furnished by a licensed health facility on a physician’s order.
(There are some other specific circumstances not addressed here such as being
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6. Many medical marijuana dispensing collectives consider themselves to be
health care facilities. Are they exempt from applying for a seller’s permit
and paying sales tax for this reason?
Regulation 1591 exempts the sale or use of medicines furnished by qualifying health care facilities. (See response to Question 5, above, regarding the
requirements to qualify as an exempt medicine.) State law defines a qualifying
“health facility” as either a facility licensed under state law to provide 24-hour
inpatient care or a state-licensed clinic.
7. If I don’t make any profit whatsoever from providing medical marijuana, do
I still need to apply for a seller’s permit?
Yes. Not making a profit does not relieve a seller of his or her sales tax liability.
However, whether or not you make a profit, like other retailers making taxable sales, you can ask your customers to reimburse you for the sales taxes
due on your sales, if you fulfill the requirements explained in Regulation 1700,
Reimbursement for Sales Tax.
As discussed in the response to Question 10, the Board may enter into a payment plan with a seller when the seller has difficulty meeting its tax liabilities.
The Board has an Offers in Compromise Program that provides a payment
alternative for individuals and businesses who have closed out their accounts.
8. Is there a way to apply for a seller’s permit without divulging the product
being sold?
Yes. The Board will issue a seller’s permit to an applicant who does not indicate the products being sold. The applicant, however, will be asked to sign a
waiver acknowledging that his or her application is incomplete, which may
result in the applicant not being provided with complete information regarding obligations as a holder of a seller’s permit, or notified of future requirements by the Board related to the products sold. Applicants who do not wish
to indicate the type of products they are selling should leave the line, “What
items do you sell?” blank and discuss the issue with a Board representative
regarding the incomplete application.
9. If I have been providing medical marijuana for some time, but have never
applied for a seller’s permit, will I owe any back taxes?
Yes. As with any other seller who has operated without a permit, or who has
failed to timely file and pay the taxes due, back taxes are owed on any taxable
sales made, but not reported and paid. Generally, penalty and interest will also
be due.
When you apply for a seller’s permit and your application is processed, Board
staff will provide sales and use tax returns from prior periods for you to report
your sales of medical marijuana and any other products you may have sold,
but did not report. You will need to use these returns to self-report all your
sales beginning with the month you first started selling taxable products.
Once you have filed all your back returns, you will receive a current return for
each reporting period in which you make sales. You will continue to receive a
return until such time as you stop making sales and have notified the Board of
the discontinuance of your business.
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The Board, however, may grant relief from penalty charges if it is determined that a
person’s failure to file a timely return or payment was due to reasonable cause and
circumstances beyond the person’s control. If a seller wishes to file for such relief,
he or she must file a statement with the Board stating, under penalty of perjury, the
facts that apply. Sellers may use form BOE-735, Request for Relief from Penalty, available on the Board’s website.
A seller who cannot pay a liability in full may be eligible for an installment payment agreement. Sellers in need of this type of plan should contact their local Board
office, as eligibility is determined on a case-by-case basis.
10. Is there a deadline by which I must apply for a seller’s permit?
All California sellers of tangible personal property the sale of which would be
subject to tax if sold at retail are required to hold seller’s permits. A seller’s permit
should be obtained prior to making sales of tangible personal property. If you are
currently making sales of medical marijuana and you do not hold a seller’s permit,
you should obtain one as soon as possible. Sellers have a continuing obligation to
hold a seller’s permit until such time they stop making sales of products that are
subject to tax when sold at retail.
11. Where will the money go that is collected from sellers paying this sales tax?
Sales tax provides revenues to the state’s General Fund as well as to cities, counties,
and other local jurisdictions where the sale was made.
12. Are these tax revenues tied to any specific programs in the state budget?
No. The tax from the sales of medical marijuana is treated the same as the tax
received from the sale of all tangible personal property.
13. Does registering for a permit make my sales of medical marijuana any more

lawful than they are currently?
Registering for a seller’s permit brings sellers into compliance with the Sales and
Use Tax Law, but holding a seller’s permit does not allow sales that are otherwise
unlawful by state or federal law. The Compassionate Use Act of 1996 decriminalized the cultivation and use of marijuana by certain persons on the recommendation of a physician. California’s Medical Marijuana Program Act also exempted
qualifying patients and primary caregivers from criminal sanctions for certain other
activities involving marijuana. Apart from any provisions of state law, the sale of
marijuana remains illegal under federal law.
14. Where can I find more information?
Sellers are encouraged to use any of the resources listed below to obtain answers to
their questions. They may:
• Call our Information Center at 800-400-7115.
• Request copies of the laws and regulations that apply to their business.
• Write to the Board for advice. Note: For a taxpayer’s protection, it is best to get the
advice in writing. Taxpayers may be relieved of tax, penalty, and interest charges
that are due on a transaction if the Board determines that the person reasonably
relied on written advice from the Board regarding the transaction. For this relief to
apply, a request for advice must be in writing, identify the taxpayer to whom the
advice applies, and fully describe the facts and circumstances of the transaction.
• Attend a basic class on how to report sales and use taxes. A listing of these classes
is available on the Board’s website at www.boe.ca.gov/sutax/tpsched.htm. This page
also includes a link to an on-line tutorial for Sales and Use Tax.
• Contact a local Board office and talk to a staff member.

Analysis Data

The following presents estimates of nonmedical users of pain relievers.

Estimates of Nonmedical Users of Pain Relievers in Florida
Self-identified nonmedical pain reliever users
Florida Nonmedical Use of Pain Relievers 1
Percent of
Age Group
Users in Age
2011
2015
Group
Population 12-17
5.50%
76,588
76,388
Population 18-24

8.59%

149,927

155,948

Population 25+

3.21%

421,925

443,764

648,440

676,099

Total
1

Has used pain relievers for nonmedical reasons once or more times during the past year.

Note:
Nonmedical use of pain relievers rates for the 12-17 age group for Florida for 2012 were applied to Florida’s April 1, 2011 and 2015 population
estimate/projection for ages 12-17. Single ages 10 and 11 were excluded from the standard 10-17 age group by using shares from the U.S.
Census Bureau’s single age population counts from the 2010 Census. Nonmedical use of pain relievers rates for 18-25 and 26+ groups for
Florida for 2011 were applied to Florida’s April 1, 2011 and 2015 population estimate/projection for ages 18-24 and 25+ groups, respectively.
The estimation assumes usage rates will remain the same.
Sources:
Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality, National Survey on Drug Use
and Health, 2010 and 2011 (2010 Data - Revised March 2012), http://www.samhsa.gov/data/NSDUH/2k11State/NSDUHsaeExcelTab82011.xlsx.
Florida Demographic Database, August 2013 based on results from the Florida Demographic Estimating Conference, February 2013 and the

Reference Table: Self-Identified Marijuana Users
(Note: This table has been revised from the one presented under Tab 10, subtab 3 with the addition of estimates for the population aged 1217, and is provided here for reference only)
Florida Self-Reported Marijuana Use 1
Age Group

Marijuana
Users

2011

2015

Population 12-17

13.80%

192,120

Population 18-24

31.19%

544,678

566,525

7.61%

1,001,331

1,052,692

Population 25+

Total
1,738,129
Has used marijuana once or more times during the past year.

191,618

1,810,835

1

Note:
Nonmedical use of pain relievers rates for the 12-17 age group for Florida for 2012 were applied to Florida’s April 1, 2011 and 2015 population estimate/projection
for ages 12-17. Single ages 10 and 11 were excluded from the standard 10-17 age group by using shares from the U.S. Census Bureau’s single age population
counts from the 2010 Census. Marijuana use rates for 18-25 and 26+ groups for Florida for 2011 were applied to Florida’s April 1, 2011 and 2015 population
estimate/projection for ages 18-24 and 25+ groups, respectively. The estimation assumes usage rates will remain the same.
Sources:
Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality, National Survey on Drug Use and Health, 2010
and 2011 (2010 Data - Revised March 2012), http://www.samhsa.gov/data/NSDUH/2k11State/NSDUHsaeExcelTab2-2011.xlsx.
Florida Demographic Database, August 2013 based on results from the Florida Demographic Estimating Conference, February 2013 and the Florida Demographic
Estimating Conference, July 2013.
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Analysis Data

The following presents estimates of snowbird users of medical marijuana.

Estimates of Snowbird Users of Medical Marijuana in Florida
a

Snowbirds (extended stay temporary visitors) represent approximately 6% of Florida’s resident population .
This analysis assumes there are no residency requirements for access to medical use of marijuana in Florida and
tourists will have equal access. This analysis also assumes that in order to register, acquire, and use medical
marijuana, a tourist would need to be in Florida for an extended stay (more than one month). Thus, the analysis
excludes short-term visitors to Florida (less than 1 month). Snowbird population was used as a proxy for the
extended stay visitor, since snowbirds are defined as visitors with a stay of a minimum of one month.

Snowbird Use of Medical Marijuana
2015
Based on State
Medical Marijuana
Registrants
(Approach I)
Florida resident population
19,745,376
1
Snowbirds (all ages)
1,368,245
Self-reported snowbird marijuana users 2
104,123
3
Snowbird Users of Medical Marijuana
41,271

Based on Use Rates
by Cancer Patients
(Approach IV)
19,745,376
1,368,245
104,123
17,178

1

Snowbird population was calculated by using an estimate of snowbirds 55 and older in 2005 from a study done by the University of Florida’s
Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR) and expanding the estimate to include population of all ages from demographic
characteristics of snowbirds (BEBR 1997 study, see sources below for more information).

2

The estimate of self-reported snowbirds marijuana users was calculated by applying the Florida percentage of self-reported users for the
population 25 and over (7.6%) from Approach VI (Tab 10, subtab 3) to the estimate of snowbirds.

3

EDR assumes medical marijuana users are a subgroup of self-reported marijuana users.
The analysis that is based on Approach I (Tab 10, subtab 3) applies the share of medical marijuana users (.396) to the estimate of
self-reported snowbird marijuana users. This ratio was calculated from an estimate of Florida medical marijuana users (417,252)
based on Colorado’s usage rates divided by an estimate of Florida self-reported marijuana users (1,052,692) for those aged 25 and
over.
The analysis that is based on Approach IV (Tab 10, subtab 3) applies the share of medical marijuana users (.165) to the estimate of
self-reported snowbird marijuana users. The ratio was calculated by dividing 173,671/1,052,692.

Sources:
Smith, Stanley K.; House, Mark, Snowbirds, Sunbirds, and Stayers: Seasonal migration of elderly adults in Florida, Journal of Gerontology:
Social Sciences, v. 61B, No 5, S232-S239, 2006, e-mail correspondence from BEBR dated 10/23/2013,
http://www.bebr.ufl.edu/content/snowbirds
a
Galvez, Janet, The Florida Elusive Snowbird, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Florida, 1997,
http://www.bebr.ufl.edu/files/snowbirds_0.pdf, accessed October 25, 2013.
Florida Demographic Estimating Conference, July 2013, population projection for April 1, 2015.
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U. S. Department of Justice

The following presents recent information from the U. S. Department of Justice

U. S. Department of Justice

The following presents:


A memorandum from James M. Cole, Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Department of
Justice, dated August 29, 2013 to all United States Attorneys, with the subject Guidance Regarding Marijuana Enforcement

U. S. Department of Justice

The following presents:


A report from the U.S. Department of Justice, entitled “Smart on Crime; Reforming the
Criminal Justice System for the 21st Century”, released August 2013

SMART
on
CRIME
Reforming The Criminal Justice System
for the 21st Century

August 2013

C

“By targeting the most serious offenses, prosecuting the most dangerous criminals, directing assistance to crime ‘hot
spots,’ and pursuing new ways to promote public safety, deterrence, efficiency, and fairness – we can become both
smarter and tougher on crime.”
—Attorney General Eric Holder
Remarks to American Bar Association’s Annual Convention in San Francisco, CA
August 12, 2013

INTRODUCTION
At the direction of the Attorney General, in early 2013 the Justice Department launched a
comprehensive review of the criminal justice system in order to identify reforms that would ensure
federal laws are enforced more fairly and—in an era of reduced budgets—more efficiently.
Specifically, this project identified five goals:






To ensure finite resources are devoted to the most important law enforcement priorities;
To promote fairer enforcement of the laws and alleviate disparate impacts of the criminal
justice system;
To ensure just punishments for low-level, nonviolent convictions;
To bolster prevention and reentry efforts to deter crime and reduce recidivism;
To strengthen protections for vulnerable populations.

As part of its review, the Department studied all phases of the criminal justice system—including
charging, sentencing, incarceration and reentry—to examine which practices are most successful at
deterring crime and protecting the public, and which aren’t. The review also considered
demographic disparities that have provoked questions about the fundamental fairness of the
criminal justice system.
The preliminary results of this review suggest a need for a significant change in our approach to
enforcing the nation’s laws. Today, a vicious cycle of poverty, criminality, and incarceration traps too
many Americans and weakens too many communities. However, many aspects of our criminal
justice system may actually exacerbate this problem, rather than alleviate it.
The reality is, while the aggressive enforcement of federal criminal statutes remains necessary, we
cannot prosecute our way to becoming a safer nation. To be effective, federal efforts must also
focus on prevention and reentry. In addition, it is time to rethink the nation’s system of mass
imprisonment. The United States today has the highest rate of incarceration of any nation in the
world, and the nationwide cost to state and federal budgets was $80 billion in 2010 alone. This
pattern of incarceration is disruptive to families, expensive to the taxpayer, and may not serve the
goal of reducing recidivism. We must marshal resources, and use evidence-based strategies, to curb
the disturbing rates of recidivism by those reentering our communities.
These findings align with a growing movement at the state level to scrutinize the cost-effectiveness
of our corrections system. In recent years, states such as Texas and Arkansas have reduced their
prison populations by pioneering approaches that seek alternatives to incarceration for people
convicted of low-level, nonviolent drug offenses.

It is time to apply some of the lessons learned from these states at the federal level. By shifting away
from our over-reliance on incarceration, we can focus resources on the most important law
enforcement priorities, such as violence prevention and protection of vulnerable populations.
The initial package of reforms described below—dubbed the Justice Department’s “Smart on
Crime” initiative—is only the beginning of an ongoing effort to modernize the criminal justice
system. In the months ahead, the Department will continue to hone an approach that is not only
more efficient, and not only more effective at deterring crime and reducing recidivism, but also more
consistent with our nation’s commitment to treating all Americans as equal under the law.
We of course must remain tough on crime. But we must also be smart on crime.
FIVE PRINCIPLES OF “SMART ON CRIME”
I.

PRIORITIZE PROSECUTIONS TO FOCUS ON MOST SERIOUS CASES
Given scarce resources, federal law enforcement efforts should focus on the most
serious cases that implicate clear, substantial federal interests. Currently, the
Department’s interests are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Protecting Americans from national security threats
Protecting Americans from violent crime
Protecting Americans from financial fraud
Protecting the most vulnerable members of society

Based on these federal priorities, the Attorney General is, for the first time, requiring the
development of district-specific guidelines for determining when federal prosecutions
should be brought. This necessarily will mean focusing resources on fewer but the most
significant cases, as opposed to fixating on the sheer volume of cases.
The Attorney General’s call for the creation of district-specific guidelines recognizes that
each U.S. Attorney is in the best position to articulate the priorities that make sense for
that area. A particular district’s priorities will often depend on local criminal threats and
needs.
In the coming months, the U.S. Attorneys’ Manual will be updated to reflect the
requirement that U.S. Attorneys develop district-specific guidelines for the prioritization
of cases.
II.

REFORM SENTENCING TO ELIMINATE UNFAIR DISPARITIES AND REDUCE
OVERBURDENED PRISONS.
Our prisons are over-capacity and the rising cost of maintaining them imposes a heavy
burden on taxpayers and communities. At the state level, costs for running corrections
facilities have roughly tripled in the last three decades, making it the second-fastest rising
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expense after Medicaid. At the federal level, the Bureau of Prisons comprises one-third
of the Justice Department’s budget.
This requires a top-to-bottom look at our system of incarceration. For many non-violent,
low-level offenses, prison may not be the most sensible method of punishment. But
even for those defendants who do require incarceration, it is important to ensure a
sentence length commensurate with the crime committed. Our policies must also seek to
eliminate unfair sentencing disparities.
It is time for meaningful sentencing reform. As a start, the Attorney General is
announcing a change in Department of Justice charging policies so that certain people
who have committed low-level, nonviolent drug offenses, who have no ties to large-scale
organizations, gangs, or cartels will no longer be charged with offenses that impose
draconian mandatory minimum sentences. Under the revised policy, these people would
instead receive sentences better suited to their individual conduct rather than excessive
prison terms more appropriate for violent criminals or drug kingpins. Reserving the
most severe penalties for serious, high-level, or violent drug traffickers will better
promote public safety, deterrence, and rehabilitation – while making our expenditures
smarter and more productive.
The Attorney General also plans to work with Congress to pass legislation that would
reform mandatory minimum laws. A number of bipartisan proposals – including bills by
Senators Dick Durbin (D-IL) and Mike Lee (R-UT), as well as Senators Patrick Leahy
(D-VT) and Rand Paul (R-KY) – show the emerging consensus in favor of addressing
this issue.
Sentencing reform also entails considering reductions in sentence for inmates facing
extraordinary and compelling circumstances – and who pose no threat to public safety.
In late April, the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) expanded the medical criteria that will be
considered for inmates seeking compassionate release. In a new step, the Attorney
General is announcing revised criteria for other categories of inmates seeking reduced
sentences. This includes elderly inmates and certain inmates who are the only possible
caregiver for their dependents. In both cases, under the revised policy, BOP would
generally consider inmates who did not commit violent crimes and have served
significant portions of their sentences. The sentencing judge would ultimately decide
whether to reduce the sentence.
III.

PURSUE ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION FOR LOW-LEVEL, NON-VIOLENT
CRIMES.
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Incarceration is not the answer in every criminal case. Across the nation, no fewer than
17 states have shifted resources away from prison construction in favor of treatment and
supervision as a better means of reducing recidivism. In Kentucky, new legislation has
reserved prison beds for the most serious offenders and re-focused resources on
community supervision and evidence-based programs. As a result, the state is projected
to reduce its prison population by more than 3,000 over the next 10 years – saving more
than $400 million.
Federal law enforcement should encourage this approach. In appropriate instances
involving non-violent offenses, prosecutors ought to consider alternatives to
incarceration, such as drug courts, specialty courts, or other diversion programs.
Accordingly, the Department will issue a “best practices” memorandum to U.S. Attorney
Offices encouraging more widespread adoption of these diversion policies when
appropriate.
In its memorandum, the Department will endorse certain existing diversion programs as
models. In the Central District of California, the USAO, the court, the Federal Public
Defender, and the Pretrial Services Agency (PSA) have together created a two-track
specialty court/post-plea diversion program, known as the Conviction and Sentence
Alternatives (CASA) program. Selection for the program is not made solely by the
USAO, but by the program team, comprised of the USAO, the Public Defender, PSA,
and the court. Track one is for candidates with minimal criminal histories whose
criminal conduct appears to be an aberration that could appropriately be addressed by
supervision, restitution and community service. Examples of potential defendants
include those charged with felony, though relatively minor, credit card or benefit fraud,
mail theft, and narcotics offenses. Track two is for those defendants with somewhat
more serious criminal histories whose conduct appears motivated by substance abuse
issues. Supervision in these cases includes intensive drug treatment. Examples of
eligible defendants are those charged with non-violent bank robberies, or mail and credit
card theft designed to support a drug habit.
The Department will also recommend the use of specialty courts and programs to deal
with unique populations. Examples include a treatment court for veterans charged with
misdemeanors in the Western District of Virginia, and the Federal/Tribal Pretrial
Diversion program in the District of South Dakota, which is designed specifically for
juvenile offenders in Indian country.
IV.

IMPROVE REENTRY TO CURB REPEAT OFFENSES AND RE-VICTIMIZATION.
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After prison, recidivism rates are high. A reduction in the recidivism rate of even one or
two percentage points could create long-lasting benefits for formerly incarcerated
individuals and their communities.
To lead these efforts on a local level, the Department is calling for U.S. Attorneys to
designate a prevention and reentry coordinator within each of their offices to focus on
prevention and reentry efforts. As part of this enhanced commitment, Assistant U.S.
Attorneys will be newly encouraged to devote time to reentry issues in addition to
casework. The Executive Office of U.S. Attorneys will report periodically on the
progress made in USAOs on the reentry front.
Other efforts to aid reentry are also being launched. It is well documented that the
consequences of a criminal conviction can remain long after someone has served his or
her sentence. Rules and regulations pertaining to formerly incarcerated people can limit
employment and travel opportunities, making a proper transition back into society
difficult. Currently, the Justice Department is working with the American Bar
Association to publish a catalogue of these collateral consequences imposed at the state
and federal level. To address these barriers to reentry, the Attorney General will issue a
new memorandum to Department of Justice components, requiring them to factor these
collateral consequences into their rulemaking. If the rules imposing collateral
consequences are found to be unduly burdensome and not serving a public safety
purpose, they should be narrowly tailored or eliminated.
The Attorney General’s Reentry Council has published helpful materials on reentry
efforts related to employment, housing, and parental rights. In an update to these
materials, the Department will publish new fact sheets on ways to reduce unnecessary
barriers to reentry in two areas: (1) to connect the reentering population with legal
services to address obstacles such as fines and criminal records expungement when
appropriate; and (2) to highlight efforts to reduce or eliminate fines at the local level.
V.

‘SURGE’ RESOURCES TO VIOLENCE PREVENTION AND PROTECTING MOST
VULNERABLE POPULATIONS.
Even as crime levels have fallen, many of our communities still suffer from alarming
rates of homicides, shootings and aggravated assaults. Confronting this problem and its
root causes with a holistic approach remains a priority for the Department of Justice.
By exploring cost-effective reforms to our prison system, it will allow law enforcement
to redirect scarce federal resources towards the priority of violence prevention.
Under a new memorandum issued by the Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Attorneys will
put in place updated anti-violence strategies that are specific to their district. As an initial
step, they will be urged to lead anti-violence forums to include Special Agents-in-Charge,
5

Assistant Special Agents-in-Charge, U.S. Marshals and Chief Deputy Marshals, and State
and Local Police Chiefs, Commanders, and Captains. With multiple federal, state, and
local agencies involved in the fight against violent crime, strong relationships and robust
information sharing are critical to achieve common goals and to avoid the unnecessary
duplication of competing resources and efforts.
To monitor the success of these district-based anti-violence strategies, the Department
will, in the coming months, implement new information-sharing techniques to share data
from high-crime communities across Justice Department components.
The Department will also stress efforts to reduce and respond to violence, particularly
violence against women and youth violence.
Within the Department, the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS),
the Office of Victims of Crimes (OVC), and the Office of Violence Against Women
(OVW) have partnered together to provide law enforcement agencies with the resources,
technical assistance, and support they need to combat gender bias and sexual assault.
In April, the Department issued a revised Sexual Assault Forensic Examinations (SAFE)
Protocol to standardize up-to-date approaches to victim-centered forensic medical
examinations. In a new step, OVW will release a companion document that applies the
protocol’s recommendations for use in correctional facilities. A similar document will be
released in the coming weeks for tribal communities.
In the coming months, the Department will also work with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to support states’ implementation of the revised Uniform Crime Report
definition of “rape.”
In the effort to further protect children, the Department envisions several new steps:


As part of the Attorney General’s Defending Childhood Initiative:
o This fall, the Department will launch a public awareness and community
action campaign to stem youth violence.
o The Department will establish a Task Force on American Indian/Alaska
Native Children Exposed to Violence.
o The Department will partner with select states to form “State
Commissions” that will implement model public policy initiatives at the
state and local level to reduce the impact of children’s exposure to
violence, including the adaptation and implementation of
recommendations of the Attorney General’s Task Force on Children
Exposed to Violence.



The Department will prioritize School Resource Officer requests in its COPS
Hiring grant awards this year.
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The Department and the Department of Education will jointly issue guidance to
public elementary and secondary schools on their federal civil rights obligations
to administer student discipline without discrimination on the basis of race,
color, or national origin, and the Department will continue to vigorously enforce
civil rights laws to ensure that school discipline is fair and equitable.



In September, the Department will host the National Forum Youth Violence
Prevention Summit, which, for the first time, will convene stakeholders from the
Forum, Defending Childhood, Community-Based Grant Programs, and youth
violence prevention initiatives at other federal agencies to collaborate on
innovative strategies and comprehensive solutions to end youth violence, protect
the children that are exposed to it, and create safer and healthier communities.

In addition to these violence prevention efforts, the Department also remains focused
on serving victims of crime. In June, the Justice Department issued the Vision 21 report
that offers an unprecedented snapshot of the current state of victim services and calls for
sweeping, evidence-based changes to bring these services into the 21st century. It will
empower survivors by closing research gaps and developing new ways to reach those
who need our assistance the most.
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Tab 12

Responses from State and Local Agencies

Responses from State and Local Agencies

The following presents responses from state and local agencies.

Responses from State and Local Agencies

The following presents responses from state and local agencies.


A letter from Pamela Jo Bondi, Attorney General, to Chief Justice Polston and Justices,
dated October 24, 2013

Responses from State and Local Agencies

The following presents:


An email from Amy Mercer, Executive Director, The Florida Police Chiefs Association, to
Amy Baker, dated October 25, 2013

